RECOGNITION CEREMONY
May 10, 2024

#CelebrateCMCI
#ForeverBuffs
2024 Recognition Ceremony

Order of Ceremonies

Processional
Music provided by Boulder Brass.

Welcome
Associate Professor Matthew Koschmann, PhD

Dean’s Opening Remarks
Founding Dean Lori Bergen, PhD

Presentation of Payden Award

Recognition of Graduates with Honors and Distinction

Presentation of CMCI Student Awards
William W. White honorees

Presentation of Candidates
In the following order: Doctoral, Master’s, Bachelor’s

Charge to Graduates and Tassel Turning

Recessional
Graduates will exit through the main doors.

Reception
Join us for light refreshments on the Business Field following the conclusion of the ceremony.

Celebrating the Class of 2024
Have loved ones who are unable to join us today? Our Recognition Ceremony is also available via livestream. You may also view the full list of CMCI graduates online.

colorado.edu/cmci/graduation/2024
William R. Payden Faculty Excellence Award
William R. Payden (Jour’57), who established the Payden endowment in 2010, was known for his boundless curiosity and enthusiasm. Payden was a journalist, college professor, sports fan, cinophile, professional pianist, world traveler, and collector of aviation memorabilia and classic cars. The Payden Award recognizes faculty excellence in teaching and research with a $20,000 prize for each honoree.

Jed Brubaker, PhD, an associate professor of information science, is among the founding faculty at CMCI. He is an expert in the fields of social informatics, social media and infrastructure studies whose professional experience includes working with Microsoft and Facebook. His scholarly work has been among the first to make sense of our digital afterlives; among his most notable industry contributions is the design and development of Facebook’s legacy contact feature, which Meta uses to manage a user’s digital profile after their death.

Sandra Ristovska, PhD, is an associate professor of media studies. She is among the foremost experts on how media, especially photos and videos, can be used and manipulated in institutional and legal contexts, especially as evidence in courtrooms. Her experiences as a documentary filmmaker inform her work on the role of media in the pursuit of human rights and social justice. She has held visiting fellowships at both Yale Law and Columbia University.

Graduating with Honors
Students graduating with honors have completed an honors project demonstrating independent learning and intellectual insight that contributes to our understanding of media, communication or information. The work must demonstrate intellectual or creative ability as well as analytical skills worthy of the honors designation. They are noted by star symbols (*) in the list of graduates by degree program.

- **Summa Cum Laude***: 3.9 or above GPA
- **Magna Cum Laude**: 3.7 to 3.89 GPA
- **Cum Laude**: 3.5 to 3.69 GPA

Graduating with Distinction
This designation recognizes students who earn a 3.75 GPA or higher over at least 60 hours of coursework. They are noted by a caret symbol (^) in the list of graduates by degree program.

William W. White Outstanding Graduate Award
Awarded to the student with the highest GPA in the college.

- Cassidy Davis (WINTER 2023)
- Andrew Schwartz (CMCI flag-bearer during the processional) (SPRING 2024)

William W. White Outstanding Seniors
Chosen by department faculty, this award recognizes academic merit, professional achievement and service to the college.

- Sujei Sarathy Perla Martinez (CRITICAL MEDIA PRACTICES)
- Bianca Perez (COMMUNICATION)
- Elijah Boykoff (INFORMATION SCIENCE)
- Nicolas Patricio Tamayo (JOURNALISM)
- Bianca Perez (MEDIA STUDIES)

Read CMCI Now
Our award-winning college magazine is published electronically three times a year and in print each fall. Watch for our summer edition in your email, and keep us posted on your personal and professional accomplishments.

colorado.edu/cmcinow
PhD Communication
Brandon Matthew Daniels
Advisor: Ted Striphas, PhD

Joanne Christine Esch
Dissertation: From Evidence-Based Practice to Engaged Inquiry: Cultivating Communicative Praxis in Community Service Organizing
Advisor: Karen Ashcraft, PhD

 Deepti Khedekar
Dissertation: Communicating Precarity and Resistance Under Surveillance: Fragile Organizing in Private Online Groups
Advisor: Bryan Taylor, PhD

Blessed Efilo Ngoe
Dissertation: Collaboration in Conflict: An Ethnographic Study of Oroko Family Meetings in Cameroon
Advisor: David Boromisza-Habashi, PhD

PhD Emergent Technologies and Media Art Practices
Travis Ray Austin
Dissertation: Songs of Consequence: The Alternative Spaces of Droning Figures
Advisor: Betsey Biggs, PhD

Minso Kim
Dissertation: Naturoids: Practice-led Creative Research Combining Biophilic Design, Speculative Design and Traditional Korean Art Aesthetics
Advisor: Tara Knight, PhD

Joshua Westerman
Dissertation: Resonance, Repetition and Memetic Intervention: Analyzing ‘I am sitting in a room’ with Alvin Lucier, Brad Troemel and Amalia Ulman in the Social Media Landscape
Advisor: Tara Knight, PhD

PhD Information Science
Shiva Mohammadi Darian
Dissertation: The Powers and Politics of Data Rhetoric
Advisor: Amy Voida, PhD

Shamika LaShawn Klassen
Dissertation: Black to the Future: How Black Women, Femmes and Nonbinary People Imagine the Future of Technology
Advisor: Casey Fiesler, PhD

Ellen Anne Simpson
Dissertation: Investigating Creative Labor(s): Sociotechnical Examinations of Creativity and Creative Labor in a Multi-Mediatised, Platformed World
Advisor: Bryan Semaan, PhD

Madelyn L. Zander
Dissertation: Futuring the Cloud: An Ethnographic Study of Critical Data Center Infrastructure Growth, Environmental Threat and Community Risk
Advisor: Leysia Palen, PhD
PhD Intermedia Art, Writing and Performance

Jonathan Bradley Gallagher
DISSERTATION: Making With Movement
Advisor: Joel Swanson, MFA

Biyi Wen
DISSERTATION: TextBox: An Intermedia History of Chinese Word Processing
Advisor: Lori Emerson, PhD

PhD Media Research and Practice

Arthur Jonathan Bamford
DISSERTATION: New and Improved: Protestant Revivalism and the Origins of Modern American Advertising
Advisor: Stewart Hoover, PhD

Sima Rani Bhowmik
DISSERTATION: Journalism Culture in Transition: Technology, Disruption and Organizational Culture in a Bangladesh Newsroom
Advisor: Patrick Ferrucci, PhD

Joshua Ross Foust
DISSERTATION: Play, Kill, Recruit: Esports and Strategic Communication in the US Army
Advisor: Patrick Ferrucci, PhD

Saima Absar Kazmi
DISSERTATION: How Does Psychological Distance in Advertising Facilitate Selective Moral Disengagement?
Advisor: Harsha Gangadharbatla, PhD

Marissa Ashley Lammon
DISSERTATION: Mortality: Animated Homicide as a Constituent of Moral Reasoning
Advisor: J. Richard Stevens, PhD

Emma Joy Lawrence
DISSERTATION: To Seek Newer Worlds: Mediating Reality in a Time of Plague
Advisor: Stewart Hoover, PhD

Anat Leshnick
DISSERTATION: Military Power in an Information Battlefield: Revisiting the Role of Images in Human Rights Contexts
Advisor: Sandra Ristovska, PhD

Shaylynn Lynch Lesinski
DISSERTATION: Moving Bodies: The Affective Capacities of Contemporary Female Action Heroes
Advisor: J. Richard Stevens, PhD

Matthew Dale Pickard
Advisor: J. Richard Stevens, PhD

Luz Aida Ruiz Martinez
DISSERTATION: The Decolonial Soundings of Ñuu Savi, Maya and Lenca Women’s Community Radio: Indigenous Feminist Interventions and Media Autonomy in Mesoamerica
Advisor: Nabil Echchaibi, PhD

Kaitlyn Elayne Wright
DISSERTATION: The Heal Is Real: An Examination of the @breast_implant_illness Community on Instagram
Advisor: Tobias Hopp, PhD

If a student’s name is not listed, they did not apply by the deadline.
Master of Arts in Communication
Alexandra Branscombe

Master of Arts in Corporate Communication
Joshua Taye Caleb
Mahogany K. Calizaire

Master of Science in Information Science
Kendall Wagner Fronabarger
Hannah Laurie Jones

Master of Arts in Journalism
Gabriel Leo Lahar Allen
Diana Boyer
Devin Farmiloe
Madelyn Grace Heath

Master of Arts in Public Engagement
James Thomas Brennan
Quinn Robert Lynch

Master of Arts in Strategic Communication Design
Charlotte Elizabeth Rose Whittaker

Alumni Support
CMCI Career Services is available to meet with alumni to review resumes and discuss job search strategies, and alumni are welcome to attend career fairs. View a full list of resources.

 colorado.edu/cmcicareers/alumni

Bachelor of Arts in Communication
Sofia Celena Aguilar
Amanda Jean Akerley
Cade William Ames^\nGreta Grace Anhut
Richard Argueta

Cameron James Armitage^\nKeara Lynn Aughney
Frank Gabriel Baglieri
Noa Walker Baker-Durante^***
Emalee Ashtyn Barr

Emma Elizabeth Barry
Jenna Lill Barsocchini
Sinead Keelin Beacom
Madelyn B. Bennett
Jacob Samuel Beutelschies

^Distinction | Honors: ***Summa Cum Laude; **Magna Cum Laude; *Cum Laude | Flag-bearer
Parker Biley
Chloe Harris Blumstein
Patrick Ryan Boley
Morgan Alida Briere
Kobe Cabbani
David John Cardella Jr.
Lauren Alyssa Cawley
Walker Cherry
Nash Joseph Chillura
Gerad Christian-Lichtenhan
Drew Michael Clark
Zoe L. Clarke^
Catherine Elizabeth Cole
Vincent Alfred Coleman
Maya Sol Contreras
Megan Lynn Corley^
Cayden James Crisanti
William Caven Crosnoe
Isabelle Finnegan Cullen
Ethan Jeremy Davison
Niyah Raine DeJohn
Evan James Devoy
Reece Delaney Dines
Kara Wetzstein Duell
Avery Sandra Dunn
Carter Duss
Elliot J. Dwyer-Walz
Haley R. East
Tali M. Eichner
Julia Caroline Fardin
Caleb Kai Fauria
Kieran Paige Fink
Maxwell Charles Fitzloff
Stefanie Fleckenstein^
Peter Matthew Fleming
Rex Milton Foster
Alexander Farrington Froggatt
Samantha Kate Funk^
Ruby Elizabeth Grace Gabbay
Alice Elizabeth Gamble
Grace Madeleine Garnich
Nicole Geary
Alexander Geller
Joy Melissa Gerlach
Robert John Gibbons III
John T. Gordon
Ridgely Haliburton Green
William G. Griffiths^
Lindsey Anne Grotta
Elizabeth Kelly Gurgel^
Hannah Stoneman Hamilton
Jakob Carson-Allan Heckart
Ashley Marie Henderson
Mirren Grace Hendry
April Hester
Alaric Joshua Hoebel
Carly James Hoffner
Isabelle J. Hole
Tatum Hood^
Lilith Vianne Howell
Tyler Henry Joyce
Elizabeth Mae Kalt
Elena Nicole Karver
Crosby Joan Kelly
Benjamin Ronen Kern
Zoe Rose Kilpatrick II
Christopher Isaac Kresge-Slack
Jack Dylan Laber
William Risk Laing
Sara Grace Lambert
Michael Landers
Sophia Angelina LaPree
John Patrick Leasure
Claire Sophia Lemel
Matthew David Lindley
Lauren Ann Lisciandro
Wyatt Grey Litoff
Elisabeth Roulston Livingston
Dana Joslin Lunsford
Kristoffer Bryce Lynds
Sophia Frae Magilligan
Cole Christopher Maly
Wilson Davis Mandelstam
Madelon Maschmeier
Ainsley Elizabeth McComb
Monday Linn McCue^%
Samantha Jacqueline McIntosh
Adam Charles McMahon
Jonah Ben Meiselman-Ashen
Andrew Robert Merrill
Elena Rose Mesker
Conrad Ryan Metcalfe
Julia Presta Middlebrook
Matthew Miranda
Mackenzie Jane Moore
Tyler Richard Moran
Zoey Payton Morris
Taylor Ann Murphy
Nicholas James Myers
Olivia Karas Myers
Ryan Charles Myers
Sophia Grace Nicolai
Daniel A. Nikulin
Maya T. Nissenbaum
Ella Marie O’Brien^%
Luke E. O’Brien
Keller Murphy O’Meara
Sofia M. Orbegoso
Bianca Zamora Perez^%
Ellie Grace Phillips
Madeline Cheryl Pisani
Hannah Lynn Poor
Jordan Taylor Price
Gisella Rose Rainsford
Arjun Divyesh Rajyagor
Natalia Ramirez^%
Aiden Darrah Ellsworth Ribble
Brooke Richards
Sadie Love Riddell^%
Alexander Michael Roberts
Jett Mckean Rocha
Genesis Rosales
Dante McKay Rota II
Liam Prestwor Rude
Emmett Carson Ruote
Drew Frances Safier
Ian M. Sammak
Olivia June Santangelo
Hailey Marie Schalk
Joshua Robert Eli Shapiro
Carson Lee Sievers
Macie LeeAnn Smith
Samuel M. Smits
Mary Grace Stavola
Andrew Charles Stewart
Brooke Allison Stimpfig
Alexander Frank Stockdale
Lilie A. Stoolman
Corey David Strickler
Josephine Amento Thomas
Margaret Claire Thompson
Julia R. Thorne^%
Leslie Isobel Tingley
Lauren A. Tucker^%
Taylor Nicole Tucker^%
Bradley Doyle Tyrel
Branden Hinckley Veale^%
Nicole Ashley Ventimiglia
Abigail Ann Watt
Cy William Welles
Anna Riley Wert
Ruby Kerns Wheeler
Nina Catherine Williams
Jane Lawson Willis
Annelee Louise Wolfe
Hannah Zafrani
Skyler Ashkan Zanjanipour
Myles Kuper Zebersky
Nicholas Anthony Zeljo^%
Lexie Rose Zemann
Jacob Richard Zorn

If a student's name is not listed, they did not apply by the deadline.
Bachelor of Science in Information Science
Lennox Floyd Anderson
Simon Babich
Daniel Arpad Bettencourt
Tyler Steven Bischoff
David Jospeh Bosse
Elijah Avram Boykoff^*** ❖
Noah Kyle Bradder
Benjamin Andrew Brechtel^ ❖
Joseph David Bulger
Joseph Aloysius Cahill
Alyx Cecelia Carifa^ ❖
Ainsley Haven Cox^ ❖
Maya Shante Davis
Madison Ann DeSimone^ ❖
Joseph W. Dietrich
Baker Samuel Dill
Keirnen Alexander Dossey
Kyle Alexander Ferguson
Grady Donagh Forsyth
Jasmin Godinez Rivera
Kyle Thomas Gragnola
Tait Daniel Gray
John Ross Greene
Steven Ha
Robert Avery Harrell
Wessam Kamal Hassan
Bryce Douglas Henderson
Austin C. Herring
Shannon Ho
Jason Troy Hunsaker
Jordan Henry Kesner
Tyler Daniel Langer
Nicholas Case Lanier
Jack Charles Mckelligon
Christopher John McLaughlin
Abderahmane Mehrazi
Mayce McKenna Miller^ ❖
Mia Simone Moore
Nicholas Dean Morrell
Sasha Javaid Nazish
Naomi McKenzi Ogren
Reese D. Oliver
Brett Joseph Perez
Sundiata H. Rahman
Brennan Christopher Raml
Evan Jeffery Rice
Brian Rosenthal
Cody Wayne Sabata
Andrew Talbott Schwartz^ ❖  ❖
Zachary Stephan Staflie
Jack Harrison Stein
Nolan Bourne Urgo
Jessica Jia-Hua Wang
Riley Joseph Weis
John James West IV
James Wongsudin
Lily C. Yake
John Fenton Zehner III
Jingtao Zhao

Bachelor of Arts in Journalism
Kristin Reagan Adams
Sana M. Aljobery*  ❖
Emily Elaine Amborariz^ ❖
Jai K. Bajaj
Charles Blake Bennett**
Aspen Christina Bentley
Ricoya N. Black
Jessica Rochelle Boehner
Samia Bouchagour*
Jared John Brendlinger
Courtney Andersen Brown^ ❖
Gabrielle Jay Burton**
Victoria Faith Calton^ ❖
Brendan Stiles Carley
John Fenimore Colston
Natalie Margaret Coniglio
Gabriella Angela Connell
Jordan Cummings
Kiara Leliani Demare
Benjamin Lloyd Dickson
Griffin Patrik Dreifaldt
Lily Grace Fletcher^***
Emma Diane Fraser^***
Zoey Elizabeth Georgades
Madeline Santen Gleason^ ❖
Maryjane Enid Gilln
Amanda Joan Godfrey^ ❖
Gabrielle Nicole Gomez^ ❖
Piper Quinn St. Clair Goodman*
Eli Lewis Gregorski
Sarah Ann Grim^ ❖
Taylor Alexa Gurtman
Kiril Maria Hadjipetkov
Isabella Marie Hammond^ ❖
Cassidy Dyer Hannon^ ❖
Connor Gabriel Hein
Michaela Grace Herbst^ ❖
Derek Matthew Hernandez
Meredith Brooks Herrick
Lauren Belle Hill
Malaina Rachelle Humphreys
Caroline Elizabeth Jackson
Alicia S. Johnson
David Joseph Koury Sr.
Henry Phinne Larson
Connor Alan Leach
Emma Keiko Leek^ ❖
Taylor Raquel Levine^ ❖
Nicole Ellison Lindsey
Emily Paige Lockard
Katherine Zelda Long
Liam Lynch
Meghan Kathryn MacPherson^ ❖
Dakota Anne Makinen
Grace Anna Maruska^***
Leah S. Mayer
Jared Benjamin Miller
Hope E. Munoz-Stanley^***
Kate Elaine O’Brian
Ivonne Olivas^ ❖
Augustus John Oswald
Juliette Grace Owen
Jonathan Peter
James Robert Ramsey III
Jaeda Lynice Rodriguez^***
Nicole Brooke Ruben
Luke Ryan^ ❖
Emily Savitz
Lauren Isabelle Schaffler
Sophie Bella Schnoll^ ❖
James Javier Searfoss
Adam Vaughan Sessions
Kendall Lynn Shepherd
Alexis Grace Short
Stephanie Helena Sika
Rachel Dylan Silberstein
Isabella Dove Siskind
Aidan Lawrence Sloan
Abbie Rose Snyder^ ❖
Logan Alexa Standard
Siler Joseph Stein^ ❖
Harrison Stiel
Tessa Skye Stigler
Nicolas Patricio Tamayo^  ❖
Jane S. Thompson
Nathan Michael Thompson^  ❖
Michael Raymond Thomas Tierney
Adrian Michael Turkalj
Elaina Valenzuela Cabriales
Jillian Leigh Vallance
Charles Lawrence Wallace III
Emma Rose White
Abigail Michaela Wiegmann^ ❖
Cameron Irving Zoller

^Distinction | Honors: ***Summa Cum Laude; **Magna Cum Laude; *Cum Laude | ❖ Flag-bearer
Bachelor of Arts in Media Studies
Lisa S. An^\textregistered
Anthony William Andre III
Samuel Matthew Arnold
Zion Kena Alexandria Atwater^\textregistered
Matthew L. Batchelder
Andrew J. Batilo
Jacob Nichols Beauprez
Ruby Begay^
Oliver S. Boucheny
Abigail Giselle Boutrous
Conor Vincent Browne
Gavin M. Butler^\textregistered
Quinn James Cassell
Natanya Orya Chatfield**
Jacqueline Marie Comes
Alexander M. Connelly
Jacob Robert Daxner
Graham Maxwell DeBow
Jack Amos Dobson
Clayton Joseph Edge
Luke Ferguson
Braxton E. Fish
Lily Grace Fletcher^***
Drew Cameron Follansbee^\textregistered
Carlos Julio Franco
Grace Ann Franzese
Sol Fuentes
Justin Frederick Hansen
Blake Joseph Harrison
Tyler Steven Hess
Jack Michael Hogan
Lauryn Kayt Iverson
Anna Susan Jacob
Max Benjamin Jacobs
Jeremiah Christopher Kelley
Abigail Louise Khoury
Nicholas Michael Leen
Alexander William Leuthold
Caitlin Rose Mayer
Casey Ian McCollum
Michael A. McDermott
Caleb Stewart McKernan
Cutter Scott Mitchell
Angela A. Moller^\textregistered
Tyler Manuel Morrison
Aidan William Murphy
Cassidy Lynn Nelson
Ryan LeRoux Oliver
Emma Rose Phillips
Chancellor Pollock
Gabrielle Rae Riser
Christina Ross
Anna Lorraine Rudmann
Jason Constantine Shgoleff**
Isaak Nils Solberg
Celeste Hasbrouke St. Smith
Joshua James Stormrider
Michael James Sykes
Garrett David Thompson^\textregistered
Alan Arjhang Vaghedi
Evan Charles Valenta
Esai Vargas
Sara Elizabeth Vaughan
Zachary B. Volheim
Glenn West Taylor Weichert^\textregistered
Dylan Carneiro Wilk
Sidney Paige Yarnall^\textregistered
Bradyn Michael Asher Yonaha^\textregistered
troy Patrick Young^\textregistered
Cole Kerper Zucker

Bachelor of Arts in Media Production
Lisa S. An^\textregistered
Anthony William Andre III
Samuel Matthew Arnold
Zion Kena Alexandria Atwater^\textregistered
Matthew L. Batchelder
Andrew J. Batilo
Jacob Nichols Beauprez
Ruby Begay^
Oliver S. Boucheny
Abigail Giselle Boutrous
Conor Vincent Browne
Gavin M. Butler^\textregistered
Quinn James Cassell
Natanya Orya Chatfield**
Jacqueline Marie Comes
Alexander M. Connelly
Jacob Robert Daxner
Graham Maxwell DeBow
Jack Amos Dobson
Clayton Joseph Edge
Luke Ferguson
Braxton E. Fish
Lily Grace Fletcher^***
Drew Cameron Follansbee^\textregistered
Carlos Julio Franco
Grace Ann Franzese
Sol Fuentes
Justin Frederick Hansen
Blake Joseph Harrison
Tyler Steven Hess
Jack Michael Hogan
Lauryn Kayt Iverson
Anna Susan Jacob
Max Benjamin Jacobs
Jeremiah Christopher Kelley
Abigail Louise Khoury
Nicholas Michael Leen
Alexander William Leuthold
Caitlin Rose Mayer
Casey Ian McCollum
Michael A. McDermott
Caleb Stewart McKernan
Cutter Scott Mitchell
Angela A. Moller^\textregistered
Tyler Manuel Morrison
Aidan William Murphy
Cassidy Lynn Nelson
Ryan LeRoux Oliver
Emma Rose Phillips
Chancellor Pollock
Gabrielle Rae Riser
Christina Ross
Anna Lorraine Rudmann
Jason Constantine Shgoleff**
Isaak Nils Solberg
Celeste Hasbrouke St. Smith
Joshua James Stormrider
Michael James Sykes
Garrett David Thompson^\textregistered
Alan Arjhang Vaghedi
Evan Charles Valenta
Esai Vargas
Sara Elizabeth Vaughan
Zachary B. Volheim
Glenn West Taylor Weichert^\textregistered
Dylan Carneiro Wilk
Sidney Paige Yarnall^\textregistered
Bradyn Michael Asher Yonaha^\textregistered
troy Patrick Young^\textregistered
Cole Kerper Zucker

Bachelor of Science in Strategic Communication
Alyssa Lee Abbate^\textregistered
Mariano Quintanilla Adame
Connie Campbell Adams
Simrita Advani
Andrew T. Agnew
Arvis Akhavi
Victor Emanuel Alamillo^\textregistered
Bashayer Mohammad Algharabally
Tyler Li Alhorn
Luke William Allen
John Ronald Alley
Jessica Charity Amend^\textregistered	n Lauren Anne Arabia
Zoe R. Arnold
Sebastian Arreola^\textregistered
Zion Kena Alexandria Atwater^\textregistered
Gabriella Iris Aubel
Jacob Kenneth Baer
Bridget Madison Baker
Elizabeth Christine Baker
Kathryn Paige Balode
Karsten Kjeldberg Barndt
Michael Alexander Bass
Isabella Sophia Batista
Alexander Robert Baughman
Alexis Evangeline Bayani^\textregistered
catherine Grace Beatson
Bianca Julianna Becerra
Matthew Arthur Beck
Daniel O. Beckett
Carly Ben Behrendt
Georgia Bennett
Kayla Marie Bennett
Wiley Henry Bennett
Ella Kathryn Berrend
Teak William Biaggi
Emma Sarah Birdwell
Logan Samuel Blackburn
Hayley A. Bock

If a student's name is not listed, they did not apply by the deadline.
Haven Jade Lyon
Julia Nicole Lyons^
Juliet Rosa Madruga
Carter John Manke
Jack Micheal Frederick Marcotte
Eli Jacob Marquez
Luk Marter
Kendall Paige Martin^* Wyatt Spencer Martinez
Sofia Louise Massignani^*
Francesco Keanu Mastriana
Jeremy Edward May
Caitlin Rose Mayer
Callum McCarthy
Quinn Brianna McDonough
Megan Elizabeth McDougall
Paige J. McGarry
Nicole Marie Medawar
Lindsay D. Mescall
Allison Arlene Meyer
Anthony Michael Mickunas
Hannah Elizabeth Miller^*
Jackson Dennis Miller
Jared Benjamin Miller
Hallie Lauryn Mitchell^*
Natalie Marie Mitchell
Samantha Grace Molenar
Cynthia Montes Zavala
Lillian Elizabeth Moon
Jane Katherine Moran^*
Carter Augusta Morris^*
Caroline Grace Moslow
Isabelle Eileen Myers
Sydney Grace Myrick
Katharine Nanke
Mei Lan Lee Neece
Eliza Iris Nenke
Jordyn Grace Netter
Anh Khanh Nguyen
Christine N. Nguyen
Hao Anh Nguyen
Marta Elaine Nicolaidis
Abbey Theresa Nigro
Daniel N. Nikulin
Dahlia Michelle Nin^*
Emma Elisabeth Nooren
Payton Regan O’Brien
Ivonne Olivas^*
Olivia London Olshever
Olivia Max Oosterhouse
Lucy Vervier Orgolini
Soﬁa Carolina Orta^*
Benjamin Michael Osland
Logan Earl Paddock
Carmen Nicole Palmblad^***
Loren Elizabeth Palmer
Daniel Maffeo Palmer
Isabella Aileen Pao
Henry Pardo
Louis Wesley Passarello
Owen Joseph Passmore
Thomas Christopher Patchel
Hannah Marie Paton
Jared David Patterson
Cate Colligan Pavoloni
Matthew Perez-Lara
Jack Joseph Perkins
Sujiy Sarah Perla Martinez^*
Tomas Tai Pham
Samuel Elliot Phillips
Isabella Nicole Pierro
Isabel Joyce Pitalue
Alexander Michael Plaut
Oliver James Pollock^*
Gabriella Maggie Pontrelli
Julia Rae Poorman
Kendall Shae Poppie
Ellen Elizabeth Possehl
Alyssa Lynn Potts
Nicole E. Pratt
Claudia Leonne Quintana Haslam
Saxon Ryan Rhodes
Shaela Rhodes
Kevin J. Rios Jr.
Isabella Leo Rohrer
Alexa Roller
Alexandra Sparrow Rowland
Soﬁa Lourdes Roy
Lillian Bartholomew Royer
Bella Shea Rulon
Shaylee Rae Ruylbal
Kyle Christopher Ryan
Sebastian G. Salazar
Bryan V. Sandoval
Annika Helen Sandquist^*
Ryan Rose Savini
Olivia Ann Savino
Madeleine Claire Schaaf
Peyton Schaefer
Jackson Ty Schaffer
Logan Grant Schaper
Solomon Eytan Schmitz Rusk
Blake Wesley Schram
Megan Elyse Schwartz
Soﬁa Giulianna Scola
Luke Selvaggio
Tatum Amanda Shaver
Hannah Grace Shaw
Lindsay Anne Shermeta^*
Nirbisha Shrestha
Sumedha Kumari Shrestha^*
Jacob Paul Siecke
Easton D. Smith^*
Megan Solis
Isaac Huxley Sorock
Madison Pejo Spence
Jacob William Stanich
Sydney Grace Stein
Mia Lew Stephens
Avery Leann Stites
Payton Lee Stokes
Jacob Matthew Summers
Ella Reilly Sutherland
Alec William Sutula
Ryder W. Theodore
Caroline Megan Tuffy^***
Karina Van Den Eeden
Audrey Renea Vanderpool^*
Reiley Ann Vogel
Ian Peter Von Siemens
Alejandra Montes Wadhams
Joshua Wagner
Kylie Rose Wagner^*
Allison Nicole Waller
Devon Kathleen Walsh
Wyatt Dominick Walter
Emma Katharyn Ward^*
Charles Gerald Warnert
Ashley Marie Weaver
Wesley Ann Weaver
Charles Norman Weiner
Ethan Herschel Weisman
Cailleigh B. Wenner
Lillian K. Wentworth
Spencer Karn West
Allison Rose Whaley
Kate Madison Wheeler
Hayden A. Whitcomb
Ainsley Bess White
Mark Thomas Whooley
Delaney Wilbur
Nicholas Ryan Wilson
Carly Hannah Woldenberg
Pearl Dryden Wood-Prince^*
Jacob Wray
Aislyn Elena Xanthos
Dylan Leo Xu
Kristen Marie Young
Scott Accardi Young
Brooke Ashley Zacher
Megan Rose Zasuly
Elena Zhuo
Ethan Zimbelman
Alexander Latsis Zinn
CU Boulder CMCI alumni are Forever Buffs

Welcome to the CMCI alumni community, which is nearly 23,000 strong and counting!

Now that you’re officially a #ForeverBuff, here’s how you can stay connected:

✧ Let us know where you are and what you’re up to, and get updates on fellow alumni. [colorado.edu/cmci/alumni]

✧ Check out our award-winning CMCI Now magazine online, and watch for a print edition this fall. [colorado.edu/cmcinow]

✧ Join us at one of the many events held each semester, and save the date for Homecoming on Friday, Sept. 20, 2024. [colorado.edu/cmci/events]

✧ Pay it forward and give back to CMCI when you are able.

Congratulations!

Stay in touch

Follow us on social media and join our CMCI Alumni and Friends LinkedIn group, where you’ll find a strong professional network of fellow Buffs.

@cuboulder.cmci

Join our alumni group.

[Icons for Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn]